
 

Terms of Use for Our Online Experience 

The online experience is provided to you on an AS IS basis. It is updated periodically and we reserve the right to make changes to our content at any given time.   

You comprehend that we are using a third party storefronts to process retail purchases for our in-house items.  If you are not comfortable purchasing online through these 

online sites, such as but not limited to Square, then you can process an order via our concierge service.  We also reserve the right to refuse service to anyone.  By using this 

website, you agree to our online policies and acknowledge the content of our disclaimers. 

Samples  

We charge for samples and they are periodically listed online.  For custom samples, there is another service charge, please reach out to a team member to learn more. 

Privacy Policy 

In the instance of our online shop for an in-house brand, other than the payment transaction, which will share relevant information, such as basic information where to ship 

the product you have purchased as a consumer (not limited to this as they usually also give us basic contact information in the event that we would need to reach you 

regarding your custom gift wrapping order or for another transaction related communication) no credit card information is sent to us. We have chosen to only use Square or 

Paypal for our online experience.  We do not share any information with any third parties or third party tools.  

If you subscribe to a newsletter to let you know about promotions or new products we are launching, then you may receive an email from us, periodically. We are not 

responsible if your web browser or gadget you are signing up with has cookies or other tracking software on it that may share your email. But, for all intent purposes, we do 

not share your information. For those who have a question about this, you can email us. An easy way to stay updated with our latest is to also follow us on social media. Yet, 

we would not share information on special promotions or pre-sales on our social media. Information of this nature is just for those who are subscribed to our periodic 

newsletter email list.  

Disclaimers 

Nancy's Passions LLC, an exclusive maker for helico™ and Nancy's Passions® products, out of respect to the confidentiality agreements that we have with our other clients 

and/or their branded content, have selected some images to decorate this website with that may or may not be our own digital art, but that we have the right to use.  In some 

instances, logos and/or branded content has been presented in monochromatic format to not mislead or confuse the reader.  Names may have also been changed in the 

testimonials to allow privacy. 

Any video or audio content that discusses products or other topics, are the opinion of the host or guest on the platform used.  Guests are at least 18 years of age on video, 

social media or our podcast, with all the appropriate talent release forms in place.  

Any guests that are invited to co-host or take part in video or audio content (not limited to demonstrations on social media) express their own views and we do not endorse 

nor assume liability for their opinions on a given topic of discussion, implicitly or explicitly. 

Press Releases, articles and/or other advertising or media content has been featured in over 300 news sites. Some of these items can be found in our Press Media Section. 

We also have the actual news articles if you would like to view them, as they appeared on a specific platform. You may reach out to a team member for this. If you are an 

owner of one of these trademarks and feel that we are not displaying content correctly, thank you for letting us know or email us for removal.  

We do not grant anyone the permission to use any content from our websites or social media accounts.  

If you are with the press and/or freelance for a known publication, thank you for asking permission and reaching out to us prior to quoting us or displaying any portion of 

our trademarks via our blog, vlog, online content or print media.  



To respect vendor relationships, some items may not be found on our online store section or displayed, with regards to those who have retail 'exclusive' products.  

There are products that are not displayed on the website that are already on the market.  

Retail/Shop:  Should you not find something that you were looking for, please reach out to us via our contact page, so that we can process a custom order for you or help 

you with any questions.  

The views in this website are our own, when expressing cosmetic discussion topics. These views are based upon our experience as professionals.   

 

The information herein is meant for informational/educational purposes only.  It is not meant to diagnose, treat, mitigate nor cure disease or other medical diseases, 

conditions, and/or non-cosmetic ailments, physically or mentally, implicitly or explicitly implied. 

None of these statements have been evaluated by the FDA.   

Before trying any new products, one should be mindful of the ingredients for any existing allergies that they may have (common sense).  Should you not comprehend an 

ingredient, you can reach out to us for more information.   

We provide this information in good faith and are not liable for misuse of the products for sale.  Products should never be mixed with home chemicals.  
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